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PART II: Filtering the Internet to Prevent Copyright Infringement: 
ISP Safe Harbors and Secondary Liability in the U.S. and France
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INTRODUCTION
P#%* I (+ *,!' #%*!-"& .%(/!0&0 # 1#-23%(4)0 #)0 #) (/&%/!&5 of the principal 
international treaties and European Union (“EU”) directives related to copyright infringe-
ment on the Internet and safe harbors against such liability for Internet Service Provid-
ers (“ISPs”). Part I also presented a summary of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act 
(“DMCA”), which was implemented to e6ectuate these treaties, and the law of ISP second-
ary liability in the U.S. 7is Part II presents an overview of French national law and judicial 
decisions on the same subject. Part I noted that fairly recent advances in technology, in 
particular the development of Deep Packet Inspection (“DPI”), make monitoring and 8l-
tering of content transmi9ed over the Internet that disables access to copyright infringing 
materials increasingly feasible and practicable. Part II focuses on recent enactments and 
judicial decisions in France and some other EU Member Nations which implicate an ISP 
obligation to monitor and 8lter (or “screen”) the Internet to prevent copyright infringe-
ments. It compares French and U.S. law and legal developments in this area and provides 
a brief overall assessment of the legal implications of Internet 8ltering technology for ISPs 
and copyright owners.

SECONDARY LIABILITY AND SAFE HARBORS IN F!NCE
As noted in Part I, the EU’s E-Commerce Directive (“ECD”) establishes ISP safe har-

bors very similar to the DMCA safe harbors in the U.S. 7e ECD, however, is broader in 
coverage. It provides “horizontal immunity” not just for copyright infringement, but for 
other forms of liability related to information ISPs make available on the Internet, such as 
defamation, misleading advertising, or trademark infringement. In France, the ECD was 
implemented into national law in 2004 in the Law for Con8dence in the Digital Economy 
(“DEL”),1 which closely follows the safe harbor provisions of the ECD. Initially, ISPs ex-
pressed extreme displeasure over the bill. One French ISP group described it as “an in-
coherent hodgepodge which even internet professionals are hard put to understand.”2 As 
is the case with the DMCA and common law in the U.S., while the ECD and DEL de8ne 
certain limits for the application of direct, contributory or vicarious liability to ISPs, they 
do not eliminate the risk of liability. Even though copyright law as codi8ed in France does 
not have speci8c provisions that address contributory or vicarious liability, the French civil 
and penal codes, like U.S. common law, recognize basic legal principles that can apply to 
impose secondary liability on ISPs.3

French Decisions Prior to the Digital Economy Law

French courts tended to insulate ISPs that were “mere conduits” from copyright liability 
even prior to France’s implementation of the ECD’s safe harbor provisions. Consistent with 
Perfect 10 in the U.S., French decisions held that an ISP providing links to other possibly 
infringing websites alone will not give rise to liability,4 re:ecting that linking or intercon-
nection is an intrinsic and desirable characteristic of the Internet. On the other hand, ac-
tual hosting by an ISP or display by a website, even though at the instance of a user, could 
give rise to secondary liability. 7e law in France on this point was unclear, with the courts 

requiring prudence, cautiousness (‘diligenc-
es appropiees’) and sometimes screening to 
detect and disable “obviously” illicit activ-
ity.5 In 2000, the Cour d’Appel of Versailles 
reversed a lower court decision holding an 
ISP liable on the basis that it should have 
used a search engine to 8nd key words that 
would detect an infringement and then no-
ti8ed the author or disabled the apparently 
infringing website. 7e appellate court 
rejected a systematic monitoring require-
ment. It instead imposed a standard akin 
to the Netcom approach in the U.S. 7us, 
prior to enactment of the DEL in France, 
a court rejected a systematic monitoring 
requirement and found that disabling ac-
cess should only be required as to speci8c 
content where the ISP had “actual knowl-
edge or is informed of the illicit content of 
a website or when the ISP comes to suspect 
illegality of content while performing its or-
dinary tasks on the website at stake.”6

On the other hand, the o;en comment-
ed upon Yahoo! case illustrates a French 
courts’ willingness, before the DEL was en-
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acted, to require the use of 8ltering technol-
ogy to screen o6ending content. It shows 
French courts are not reticent to exercise ju-
risdiction and their broad injunctive power 
over Internet operations based in other na-
tions to the extent there is some cognizable 
harm within their borders. 7e Yahoo! case 
involved Yahoo!’s encounter with French 
penal laws barring the display of Nazi para-
phernalia. It illustrates the clash the seam-
less worldwide reach of the Internet created 
between two cultures placing di6erent em-
phasis on protection of speech<the U.S. 
cherishing utmost free speech and France 
restricting speech seen as possibly promot-
ing Nazism. In 2000, a French court re-
quired Yahoo! to implement screening and 
8ltering technology to “take all measures to 
dissuade and make impossible any access 
by a surfer calling from France” through 
Yahoo.com to the sites and services dis-
playing Nazi paraphernalia. If it disobeyed, 
Yahoo! was confronted not only with sti6 
monetary 8nes, but its executives were also 
threatened with imprisonment. Yahoo! 
insisted that the measures ordered were 
technically impossible because the nature 
of the Internet le; it unable to deny access 
to French citizens without simultaneously 
denying access to Americans. Losing in the 
French courts, Yahoo! resorted to its home 
jurisdiction and sought an order in the U.S. 
declaring the French order unenforceable 
because it was repugnant to the 1st Amend-
ment. Ultimately, a divided Ninth Circuit 
dismissed the case on grounds it was not 
ripe and for lack of personal jurisdiction 
without reaching the merits.7

"e French Digital Economy Law

Article 6 of the DEL addresses liability 
of ISPs, known in Europe as providers of 
“information society services.” Like the 
ECD, the DEL takes a horizontal approach, 
addressing not only copyright infringement 
but all forms of civil and criminal liability 
related to online content. Article 6 provides 
that a host provider may incur liability, if: 
1) it was aware of the unlawful nature or 

facts and circumstances pointing to the unlawful nature of information posted by its us-
ers; and 2) does not take prompt action to withdraw or disable access to the data. 7e ISP 
is deemed to be aware of the unlawful nature of content if it has been sent noti8cation in 
accordance with the speci8ed procedure and form.8

Since its passage, French courts have most o;en applied Article 6 to restrict copyright li-
ability of ISPs to circumstances where the ISP had “actual knowledge” of “obviously illicit” 
content or failed to promptly take down information a;er actual notice. In the 8rst deci-
sion dealing with an ISP’s responsibility for content under the law, a Paris court was pre-
sented with the question of whether the content posted by the ISP was “manifestly illegal.” 
7e question was legally complex, involving analysis of several French national laws and 
international treaties to determine if the posted content unlawfully provided justi8cation 
for war crimes. 7e Court held the ISP was not liable under the “manifestly illegal” stan-
dard.9 In a 2007 defamation and invasion of privacy case, a French court applied Article 6 
to 8nd that eBay Europe and eBay France were hosting providers having no “general obliga-
tion to monitor the information stored, or to search for facts or circumstances indicating 
illegal activity.”10 As to the requisite level of knowledge, the Court of Appeal for Versailles 
has ruled that, if knowledge is based on notice or complaint by one alleging illicit activity, 
an ISP is entitled to “precision as for the facts complained of and their site [i.e., location].”11

While these cases deal with claims other than copyright infringement, they nevertheless 
indicate how French courts implement the ISP safe harbors in the DEL, since the DEL 
applies safe harbors not only to copyright infringement but also to other causes of action 
based on information ISPs make accessible on the Internet.

Publisher Liability and Filtering

French courts have issued inconsistent decisions on the issue of whether a website mere-
ly hosts or takes on the role of a publisher or editor. If a website is found to be a publisher, 
it is not entitled to the hosting safe harbor in the DEL and can be found liable for damages 
for content posted on its website. Under French law, publishers are primarily liable for a 
“litigious message.”12 7e DEL extended the liability regime applicable to the press in the 
area of privacy violations to “persons engaged in the business of publishing online com-
munication services.”13 Cases involving defamation or common law privacy actions in the 
U.S. would fall under the provisions of the Communications Decency Act (CDA”), rather 
than the safe harbor provisions of the Copyright Act. 7e CDA basically provides that no 
ISP (provider of an interactive computer service) can be treated as a publisher or speaker 
of information that another person or entity is responsible for creating or developing.14 7e 
immunity is very broad and would insulate an ISP from liability in the U.S. for content cre-
ated by third-parties, such as the ISP’s users. An ISP remains liable, however, for any illegal 
content that they create or “cause” to be created.15 At the same time, an ISP will not be held 
liable under the CDA for actions it takes to restrict access to “objectionable” material, even 
if it is constitutionally protected.16 

One trend on the Internet is the growth of diverse multimedia interactive websites 
known as “Web 2.0” sites. 7ese include social networking sites (MySpace, Facebook and 
LinkedIn), peer-to-peer 8le sharing technologies (such as the former Grokster and now Bit-
Torrent), user generated content platforms (YouTube, the former Google Video, MySpace, 
Facebook and Wikipedia), virtual worlds and online games (Second Life, Guild Wars, City 
of Heroes), and various kinds of blogs. 7e increasing complexity of the role of Web 2.0 
sites has made it di=cult for the French courts to draw a bright line between an ISP that 
is merely a host and one that acts as a publisher. In a recent French case, a Web 2.0 site in 
France called Fuzz.fr was held liable for breach of privacy and ordered to pay damages as a 
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publisher for linking to a separate website containing gossip about the love life of a French 
actor. In concluding that Fuzz.fr was a publisher, the court relied on a 8nding that it made 
“editorial decision[s].” In particular, Fuzz.fr placed links on its website to another site that 
contained gossip about the French actor and determined “the organization and presenta-
tion of [its own] site,” including posting a title that referred to the actor’s private life. As a 
whole, this activity was held to be an act of publication with “the intent to put the general 
public in contact with messages of [Fuzz.fr’s] choice.” 7e decision is consistent with a line 
of prior decisions, which applied the publisher status to any ISP that: 1) “organizes a host-
ing structure to publish stored information,” and 2) 8nancially gains from sponsoring Web 
2.0 sites through advertising revenues.17

A second line of French cases, however, 8nds similar Web 2.0 sites not liable as mere 
hosting ISPs. 7e distinguishing factor is the 8nding that the ISP did not initiate the dis-
semination of the hosted content, which the courts’ found to be the essential role of a pub-
lisher. In these cases, the courts rejected 8nancial gain from advertising and control over 
the organization of the websites as determinative. 7is line of reasoning has been used by 
French courts in cases holding under the circumstances presented that Wikipedia,18 a chat 
forum,19 and eBay20 were host providers entitled to safe harbor. In a recent decision, a Paris 
court held that YouTube quali8ed as a host provider and was not a publisher of its end users’ 
postings. 7e court noted the DEL de8nes a hosting provider as “the person who makes 
available to the public online communications services, storage services” of information 
of any kind “supplied by end users of the services.” 7e Court also supplied a de8nition of 
website publisher as “the person who determines the contents made available to the public 
from the service it created or is in charge of.”21

7e owner of Fuzz.fr has appealed the Fuzz.fr decision, on the basis of this second line of 
decisions, emphasizing Fuzz.fr’s passive role<its use of automated classi8cation tools for 
organization of user content on its website and lack of control over the content itself.22

In a recent 2007 decision, the court classi8ed MySpace as a publisher and disquali8ed 
it for safe harbor under the DEL. 7e case upheld the claim of a French humorist against 
MySpace for infringement of his author’s and personality rights, a;er several of his skits 
were posted by a user on one of the site’s webpages. Despite the fact that MySpace per-
formed the function of a “hosting” service (arguably entitled to the immunity of Article 
14 of the ECD as implemented in Article 6.I.2 of the DEL), the court disquali8ed it be-
cause MySpace imposed a “pre-designed page setup for users’ personal accounts” and ex-
hibited “revenue-generating advertisements…upon each visit.”23 A recent paper, “Filtering 
the Internet for Content in Europe” published by the European Audiovisual Observatory, 
points to this decision as encouraging websites to use automatic 8ltering systems to avoid 
the posting of infringing material. 7e paper examines whether 8ltering of the Internet to 
protect copyright is consistent with the European legal framework. It concludes “the provi-
sions of the E-Commerce directive lead to con:icting interpretations.”24

Injunctive Relief and Filtering

French courts have recently struggled to reconcile the availability of Deep Packet In-
spection and sophisticated 8ltering tools with the apparent ban on the imposition of a gen-
eral monitoring obligation in Article 15 of the ECD. 7e ECD requires European Member 
Nations to provide safe harbors from monetary relief but it does not clearly limit the broad 
injunctive powers of EU national courts. 7ere is an argument that because the ECD limits 
the imposition of a monitoring requirement to only “in a ‘speci8c case’ (Recital 47)” an 
injunction ordering monitoring is appropriate only when “speci8c people, websites or con-
tent are a6ected.” On the other hand, the ECD only immunizes ISPs from monetary dam-

ages and each of the safe harbors in Articles 
12 through 14 provides that “courts and 
administrative authorities” may “terminate 
or prevent an infringement.” Also, Article 
8(3) of the ISD speci8cally instructs Mem-
ber Nations to make provisions allowing 
rightsholders to obtain injunctions against 
infringements and Article 9(1) of the ECD 
reinforces this right.25 

On May 6, 2009, the Paris Court of Ap-
peal overruled a controversial lower court 
decision holding a videosharing website 
liable in the Dailymotion case. 7e lower 
court ruled that despite Dailymotion’s 
advertising-based business model, it was 
a host provider not a publisher. Neverthe-
less, reminiscent of Napster, the lower court 
held the requirement for actual or apparent 
knowledge of speci8c infringements did 
not apply where the unlawful activities were 
generated or induced by the host provider. 
7e lower court held Dailymotion liable for 
damages for not implementing technical 
8ltering measures to monitor and disable 
infringing activities. 7e appellate court re-
versed, 8nding Dailymotion was not liable 
because it had not received adequate noti-
8cation that the copyrighted 8lm posted 
to its website was infringing and because 
rights holders had not complied with the 
DEL’s requirement that noti8cations indi-
cate precisely which content is alleged to be 
unlawful, why it is unlawful and its precise 
location on the website.26

In late-2008, however, another lower 
court ruled that once Google Video was 
noti8ed of infringing content, it must not 
only remove the content but take measures 
to ensure that particular content is not re-
posted. Each time the infringing 8lm reap-
peared on Google Video’s website, the own-
er sent formal notice demanding removal, 
and each time Google Video complied. 
Nevertheless, the Court held that Google 
Video was obligated to take all steps nec-
essary, including monitoring and 8ltering, 
to prevent further publication of the 8lm.27

Some commentators express the view that 
the Google Video ruling has broad implica-
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tions, allowing in e6ect a court to impose a 
general monitoring and 8ltering obligation. 
7e ruling certainly required monitoring 
and screening by Google Video to prevent 
re-postings of the particular infringing 8lm 
to avoid liability. But also, as single notices of 
infringement accumulate with respect to nu-
merous works, the only practical way for an 
ISP to comply with the Google Video rule is to 
employ automatic 8ltering technology.28

RECENT DECISIONS IN OTHER 
EUROPEAN NATIONS

A recent landmark decision in Belgium
combats Internet copyright piracy on a web-
site facilitating peer-to-peer 8le sharing by 
issuing an injunction imposing 8ltering ob-
ligations on the underlying Internet access 
providers or IAPs. 7is decision extends 
“gatekeeper” responsibilities deep into the 
Internet, below the level of a website or even 
a host provider, down to the underlying 
provider of Internet access. In the SABAM 
case, the Belgian Society of Authors, Com-
posers and Publishers (“SABAM”) alleged 
a Belgian IAP knowingly permi9ed the 
infringement of its members’ protected 
works through the downloading of 8les and 
the using of peer-to-peer 8le sharing on its 
networks. SABAM sought an injunction 
and the court, a;er enlisting the report of 
its own technical expert, ordered the IAP 
to employ speci8c Internet 8ltering tech-
nology to prevent further downloading of 
SABAM copyrighted music using 8leshar-
ing so;ware. 7e court rejected the argu-
ment that the relief was contrary to the 
ECD’s proscription of a general obligation 
to monitor. It partly relied on Recital 40 of 
the ECD, which generally provides that its 
limitations on liability “should not preclude 
the development and e6ective operation of 
technical systems of protection and iden-
ti8cation.” 7e court also concluded there 
was no general monitoring obligation, since 
the 8ltering instruments would block only 
certain, speci8c information. 7e IAP has 
appealed the decision.29 7e favorable reac-
tion of international rightsholder groups to 

the decision is represented by the press release of the International Federation of Phono-
graphic Industries, announcing “this is an extremely signi8cant ruling which bears out ex-
actly what we have been saying for the last two years<that the Internet’s gatekeepers, the 
ISPs, have a responsibility to help control copyright-infringing tra=c on their networks…
and the technical means to tackle piracy.”30

In the Pirate Bay case, an appellate court in Denmark upheld a lower court decision 
ordering an IAP to block access to the Swedish Pirate Bay website, which facilitates peer-
to peer 8le sharing using BitTorrent. 7e holding was that the ECD shields only against 
damages, not injunctive relief under Denmark’s national law.31 An Italian court, on the 
other hand, refused essentially the same relief against Pirate Bay. 7e court held under its 
national law that a personal injunction against an online intermediary outside of Italy is 
only permi9ed in speci8c cases; copyright infringement not among them. At bo9om, these 
cases indicate that the issue of the permissible breadth of injunctions and whether they may 
impose monitoring and 8ltering obligations on an ISP or order an ISP to disable access to a 
website is one governed by the national laws of the individual European nations.32

While this article was being dra;ed, a court in Milan, Italy sentenced four Google ex-
ecutives to six months in jail and ordered them to pay 8nes for violating a young man’s right 
to privacy. A user posted a clip on Google Video showing a boy with Downs’ syndrome be-
ing harassed by teenagers. According to reports, Google removed the video within hours of 
being noti8ed by the Italian police but about two months a;er it had been posted and some 
users had already complained that it should be removed. Google was found negligent for 
not doing enough to keep the o6ensive video o6 its site.33 Prosecutors argued Google man-
agement was responsible for the content because of its advertising-based business model.34

7e case appears to follow the seriously questionable line of divided French cases repre-
sented by the Fuzz.fr decision discussed above. 7ese cases 8nd publisher liability where 
the site organizes a hosting structure and 8nancially gains through advertising revenues, 
even though the ISP is not responsible for posting, creation, or development of the content. 
Google’s statement noted: “European Union law was dra;ed speci8cally to give hosting 
providers a safe harbour from liability so long as they remove illegal content once they are 
noti8ed of its existence.”35 Google also asserted that “screening or editing the contents of 
user-generated video sites in advance is impossible because of the volume of material that 
is posted.”36

THE FRENCH DIGITAL PI!CY LAW
In late 2009, a new French law to combat digital piracy, nicknamed the “three strikes 

law,” became e6ective a;er withstanding the scrutiny of France’s highest constitutional au-
thority.37 It creates a new state agency empowered to refer repeat o6enders to a judge, who 
is able to cut-o6 a person’s Internet access and impose substantial 8nes through a simpli-
8ed process akin to that for a tra=c violation.38 Government sources estimate that 180,000 
cases will be brought39 and 50,000 sanctions will be levied annually under the law.40 Over 
two-dozen judges will administer the penal system. A previous version of the law, which 
gave the agency the 8nal power to order termination, was struck down by the high court 
a;er it ruled that Internet access is a “fundamental human right.” Under the new version, 
only a court has the power to 8nally order termination. Based on a description of the previ-
ous initial accord reached in November of 2007 between the French government and right-
sholder groups (generally the music and 8lm industry), the law likely re:ects “voluntary” 
monitoring by ISPs to police their networks.41

7e 8lm and music industries have not sought similar legislation in the U.S. But as in 
the case of the evolution of the DMCA, U.S. trade representatives could in e6ect agree to 
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implement a similar law through the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (“ACTA”) cur-
rently being negotiated between the United States, Japan, the European Union and other 
nations.42 A very similar law has just been introduced in the British parliament.43 France’s 
“three strikes law” appears to be a very controversial political compromise between high 
stakeholders, the motion picture and recording industry and ISPs. ISP exposure to liability 
is reduced in return for cooperation to “voluntarily” monitor and “turn over” to authorities 
o6ending Internet users. 7e new law re:ects either acknowledgement by the ISP industry 
or at least the French government’s strong belief that comprehensive monitoring by ISPs is 
technically and practically feasible. 7e law could be viewed as precedent for requiring ISPs 
to implement 8ltering technology and, at a minimum, re:ects legal and technical accep-
tance of comprehensive monitoring by ISPs. Interested parties should carefully follow ne-
gotiations surrounding the ACTA to see whether a treaty obligation similar to the French 
“three strikes law” becomes a part of the agenda.

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND FILTERING IN THE U.S.
Monitoring and Filtering Under the DMCA

7e DMCA strictly limits the form of injunctive relief a U.S. court may fashion where an 
ISP quali8es for one of the safe harbors. Basically, for the caching and hosting safe harbors, 
a court may only restrain the ISP 1) “from providing access to infringing material or activ-
ity residing at a particular online site” or 2) by ordering termination of “speci8ed” accounts 
of a subscriber or accountholder. A court may grant other injunctive relief only if consid-
ered necessary to restrain “infringement of copyrighted material speci8ed in the order at a 
particular online location” and it is the least burdensome (to the ISP), comparably e6ective 
relief. 7e forms of injunctions permi9ed against “mere conduit” ISP functions are even 
more limited, being limited strictly to ordering: i) the equivalent of (2) above; or ii) the 
blocking of access to “a speci8c, identi8ed, online location outside the United States.”44

By its terms, Section 512(j) does not permit a court to issue an injunction in a form 
that imposes on an ISP an obligation to monitor and 8lter to prevent unspeci8ed copyright 
infringement at unspeci8ed online locations or by unspeci8ed subscribers, so long as the 
ISP quali8es for one of the safe harbors. 7ese limitations on the form of injunctions are 
consistent with the general “notice and takedown” scheme of the DMCA. DMCA Section 
512(m) eschews any general monitoring obligation of ISPs, “except to the extent consistent 
with a standard technical measure.” An ISP qualifying for the hosting or search tool safe 
harbor under the DMCA is entitled to notice that identi8es with speci8city the material 
claimed to be infringing and information su=cient to locate it. Similarly, injunctive relief 
against these ISP functions is essentially limited to ordering the disablement of access to 
speci8ed material at speci8ed locations or the termination of the accounts of speci8ed re-
peat infringers. An ISP must, in fact, adopt and implement a policy for terminating the 
accounts of repeat infringers to qualify for safe harbors.45

7e paper “Filtering the Internet for Content in Europe” suggests that an ISP 8ltering 
obligation could be accommodated under Section 512(m)’s provision making an exception 
for monitoring that complies with “standard technical measures.”46 But “standard techni-
cal measures” are de8ned as those “used by copyright owners to identify or protect copy-
righted works” that, among other requirements, have developed into an industry standard 
pursuant to a consensus of copyright owners and ISPs.47 7us, while the employment of 
sophisticated 8ltering technology voluntarily by industry consensus between ISPs and 
copyright owners is permi9ed, the DMCA does not permit general monitoring and 8lter-
ing to be judicially imposed, either by injunction or as a condition for escaping liability for 
damages.

Monitoring and Filtering To Prevent 
Contributory or Vicarious Infringement

On the other hand, a form of monitor-
ing and 8ltering may be required as part 
of injunctive relief in cases of contributory 
or vicarious infringement. Part I provided 
an overview of the law of contributory and 
vicarious infringement in the U.S. 7e 
Napster case held that the DMCA does not 
necessarily shield an ISP that is found to be 
a contributory or vicarious infringer. 7e 
federal district court had concluded that 
the applicable DMCA safe harbor did not 
apply to protect Napster against contribu-
tory infringement as a ma9er of law because 
it “expressly excludes from protection any 
defendant who has ‘[a]ctual knowledge that 
the material or activity is infringing,’…or ‘is 
aware of facts or circumstances from which 
infringing activity is apparent.’”48 7e 9th 
Circuit declined to adopt a per se rule that 
DMCA safe harbors will never apply in a 
case of contributory or vicarious liability. 
But it upheld a modi8ed preliminary in-
junction requiring monitoring and 8ltering 
to prevent infringements, while leaving the 
ISP’s ultimate quali8cation for a DMCA 
safe harbor as a fact issue for trial.49 Su=ce 
it to say that if the actual knowledge and 
material contribution elements of contribu-
tory infringement are met or an ISP can be 
found vicariously liable because it turned 
a blind eye to detectable acts of infringe-
ment for the sake of pro8t, an ISP will have 
a tough time convincing a court or jury that 
it quali8es for the hosting or information lo-
cation tool safe harbors under the DMCA, 
certainly at least at the preliminary injunc-
tion phase. If the ISP does not qualify for a 
safe harbor, Section 512(j)’s limits on the 
form an injunction may take also do not 
apply. Even in such cases, however, an in-
junction may not place the entire burden of 
detecting and preventing infringements on 
the ISP. In Napster, the 9th Circuit modi8ed 
the district court’s original broadly worded 
injunction to require plainti6s “to provide 
notice to Napster of copyrighted works and 
8les containing such works available on the 
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Napster system before Napster has the duty 
to disable access to the o6ending content.”50

7e 8nal injunction upheld by the 9th Cir-
cuit required the ISP to a=rmatively moni-
tor and 8lter its system but only for initial 
and updated lists of the owner’s speci8c 
copyrighted works found on one or more 
8les available on the Napster system. 7e 
lists were to be supplied by the copyright 
owners.51

CONCLUSION
International law governing ISP safe 

harbors so far generally favors an opt-out 
model. A copyright owner must provide 
detailed notice of speci8c infringing mate-
rial or activity and its location on the ISP 
network before an ISP can be liable for 
damages. 7e ECD and France’s DEL, as 
well as the DMCA reject, consistent with 
an opt-out regime, any general monitoring 
or 8ltering obligation to prevent copyright 
infringement. An “opt-out” model may be 
viewed as inconsistent with the WCT’s and 
WPPT’s securing of a right of copyright 
owners to authorize communication to 
the public over the Internet. But the WCT 
expressly notes that merely providing facili-
ties enabling a communication to occur is 
not a “communication” and the ECD ex-
plicitly provides that an ISP does not have 
an a=rmative duty to monitor for o6ending 
content. Safe harbors, however, do not nec-
essarily apply if the ISP engages in activity 
seen as knowingly inducing or contributing 
to infringement or turning a blind eye to 
and pro8ting from obvious infringement.

7ere is growing pressure on ISPs to use 
modern screening technology to monitor 
for or screen copyright infringement both 
for business reasons and by legal compul-
sion. Some legal experts in the 8eld advo-
cate imposition of gatekeeper responsibility 
on ISPs, arguing that modern 8ltering tech-
nology makes screening feasible and prac-
ticable and, in e6ect, makes ISPs the least 
cost avoiders of infringement or other illicit 
activity.52 One expert represents the view 
that the law of copyright must be enforced 

by ISPs, or copyright as it is presently constituted will cease to exist. He acknowledges that 
current U.S. law presents formidable impediments to implementation of such a regime 
through judicial mandate and recommends cooperation between ISPs and copyright own-
ers to accomplish this end.53 Under the current state of the law, however, implementation of 
voluntary monitoring presents some risk that an ISP will lose safe harbors because it could 
be found to have “actual knowledge” or “red :ags” of infringements as a result.54 Moreover, 
automatically disabling access using 8ltering technology may expose an ISP to liability un-
der the DMCA for blocking fair use of copyrighted works.55

Recent decisions in the EU show an increased willingness to grant injunctive relief re-
quiring monitoring and 8ltering or to impose liability under circumstances which require, 
as a practical ma9er, monitoring and 8ltering to avoid liability. 7ese cases generally fall 
into one of three categories. One category, represented by the French Fuzz.fr and MySpace 
cases, arises where a court 8nds the ISP engaged in an editorial or publishing role with 
respect to the o6ending content and, thus, not entitled to the hosting safe harbor. 7e sec-
ond category, represented by the French Google Video case, imposes such relief only upon 
8nding that the ISP did not act adequately to prevent repeat infringements of speci8cally 
identi8ed protected works. A third category, represented by the Belgium SABAM case and 
the overturned French lower court ruling in the Dailymotion case, employs the relief in 
circumstances analogous to Napster, where a U.S. court might 8nd the o6ending website 
liable for contributory or vicarious infringement.

Publisher Liability

Europe’s greater willingness to order monitoring and 8ltering results in part from the 
horizontal approach to ISP immunity taken under the ECD. 7e issues involved in applica-
tion of ECD safe harbors bleed over into enforcement of laws that may be viewed as protect-
ing interests more fundamental than copyright, such as penal laws against the promotion of 
fascism or privacy rights seen as protecting human dignity. 7e greatest confusion and risk, 
particularly for interactive networking websites, is the European courts’ inconsistent treat-
ment of what activity gives rise to publisher status. Many of these cases involve o6enses 
other than copyright infringement. In the U.S. such o6enses would fall under the CDA, 
not the DMCA, and it is clearer that an interactive service provider must be responsible for 
creating or developing the content before it loses immunity. 7is result is consistent with 
the be9er-reasoned line of French cases, such as the appellate court decision in Dailymo-
tion, holding that mere organization of a hosting website and an advertising-based business 
model is insu=cient to make an ISP a publisher.

When such a case involves copyright infringement, as in the French MySpace case, it 
exposes an ISP to monetary liability for failing to prevent a copyright infringement, with-
out speci8c notice and takedown protections. At least, however, monitoring and 8ltering to 
prevent copyright infringement is technically feasible and practicable using today’s sophis-
ticated screening technology. In fact, at least one ISP, Google’s YouTube subsidiary, is be-
ginning to o6er voluntary screening on a test basis in cooperation with copyright owners.56 
But the ISP needs to know at least the universe of speci8c material subject to copyright pro-
tection to use these tools to detect infringement. 7e cases involving content found illicit 
for reasons other than copyright infringement, like the recent Italian case 8nding Google 
executives liable for violation of privacy rights, present a greater dilemma. While monitor-
ing and 8ltering content posted by users for a known set of copyrighted works is feasible 
and arguably practicable, the prospect of monitoring and 8ltering content for violations of 
privacy, anti-Fascism or other anti-hate laws, defamatory content, or content that may be 
found “illicit” under a plethora of other European national laws is indeed a harrowing pros-
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pect. ISP interests need to have this issue addressed in international treaty negotiations, 
but they are likely to confront vigorous opposition from some national interests. 

Liability for Repeat Infringements

In cases involving the prevention of repeat infringement, such as the French Google Video
case, the result does not seem out-of-line with safe harbor provisions. Viacom, Inc. recently 
pursued a strategy using Internet sni=ng technology to detect infringements of its works 
on an ISP network and then issued tens of thousands of “robotically generated” takedown 
notices to the ISP. 7e e6ect as a practical ma9er is to impose a form of technical screening 
on an ISP.57 In other words, when a copyright owner has complied with notice and take 
down requirements as to speci8ed infringing materials under the DMCA, an ISP may be 
required, as a practical ma9er, to implement targeted monitoring and 8ltering to detect and 
prevent repeat infringements with respect to those speci8cally identi8ed works.

Contributory or Vicarious Liability

An injunction imposing a form of monitoring and 8ltering may be imposed in the U.S. 
in cases of contributory or vicarious liability at the preliminary injunction stage, or perma-
nently, if it is found that the DMCA safe harbors do not apply. 7e Belgium SABAM case 
is, however, remarkable. Under the DMCA, a U.S. court could order an IAP qualifying 
for the “mere conduit” safe harbor to disable access “to a speci8c, identi8ed online loca-
tion outside the U.S.,” similar to the relief granted in the Pirate Bay case in Denmark. But 
the DMCA would not permit the form of injunction granted in SABAM, which required 
general monitoring and 8ltering to prevent illegal peer-to-peer 8le sharing of copyrighted 
works on websites the IAP did not control or even host and where there is no indication of 
conduct by the IAPs giving rise to contributory or vicarious liability. Due to the limitations 
on injunctive relief in the DMCA, an ISP that quali8es for any one of the safe harbors and 
does not induce, otherwise materially and knowingly contribute, or control and pro8t from 
infringements should not be at risk of such injunctive relief in the U.S.

Modern 8ltering technology is increasingly being used to monitor and police the Inter-
net. Its application to copyright infringement presents only one set of issues. Others arise 
in the context of the privacy of communications, state censorship, and network neutrality, 
to name only the most notable. 7e overarching challenge is to use the technology wisely 
to promote the welfare of society, while not undermining the Internet’s role as a haven for 
innovation, free expression and association. 

!e views expressed in this article are personal to the author and do not necessarily re"ect 
the views of the author’s #rm, the State Bar of California, or any colleagues, organization, or 
client.
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